CCR Speaker Honorarium Policy

An honorarium of $100 may be offered to an eligible individual who has been invited to make a presentation, provide a service, give a performance, or represents a not for profit which we can make a donation to. Some reasons we might offer an honorarium: a speaker who must travel a significant distance to present, represents a nonprofit which we can make a donation to, is presenting for an organization that requires a payment (for instance the South Carolina Speakers Bureau), a speaker purchases material for a demonstration, a speaker who brings samples for the audience to have or taste, etc. The decision to offer an honorarium will be made by the Chair of the CCR Curriculum Committee and the President of the CCR. This decision should be reached before the presentation.

**Eligibility:** College or university professors or other federal, state, municipality or county employees are not normally eligible to receive an honorarium. The duties of such employees usually include promoting and explaining their organization to the public.

Note: If a speaker is going to sell a book or other product after their presentation then an honorarium cannot be offered.